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Prohibits discrimination against a QID – “qualified individual with a disability.”

“Reasonable accommodation” may include:

- “other accommodations could include permitting the use of accrued paid leave or providing additional unpaid leave for necessary treatment.” (EEOC Interpretive Guidance to 29 C.F.R. § 1630.2(o)).

ADA prohibits both disability inquiry and medical exam unless inquiry or exam “is shown to be job-related and consistent with business necessity.” (29 U.S.C. § 12113(d)(4)(A), § 12112(d)(4)(A)).

- ADA prohibits retaliation against individual for requesting a reasonable accommodation or complaining about discrimination.
State Workers’ Compensation Law Overview

- Covers all accidents and injuries that arise “out of” or “in the course of” employment employee is entitled to any benefits to which eligible under state or company’s short-term or long-term disability programs;
- Pays medical benefits and wage replacement benefits.
- Medical benefits continue as long as employee needs treatment arising out of work-related injury.
- Wage replacement benefits continue as long as employee is unable to work.
- Employee loses wage replacement benefits if employer offers employee a position (e.g. light duty).
- Employer entitled to medical records & can compel IME.
- All disputes/settlements require approval of specialized state agency.
- Retaliation against claimants is prohibited.
Family and Medical Leave Act Overview

- Applies to Employees with 12 months & 1,250 hours.
- Covers birth/adoption of child, employee’s own serious health condition, or serious health condition of employee’s spouse, daughter, or parent.
- Entitles employee up to 12 weeks of leave for entire 12 weeks (birth/adoption) or for duration of serious health condition.
- FMLA Certification only.

Prohibits retaliation against any employee for:
- requesting or taking FMLA leave;
- opposing any unlawful FMLA practice;
- filing an FMLA complaint; or
- providing information or testimony in connection with any FMLA case (29 U.S.C. § 2615).
Interaction Between FMLA and Worker’s Compensation

If an employee is out for an FMLA-qualifying reason, the employer should designate the time off as FMLA leave, including:

- worker’s compensation leave;
- disability leave; or
- time off for medical treatment.
If employee is out of workers’ compensation, employer may:

- designate all time off as FMLA leave (assuming it constitutes a serious health condition);
- inform employee that termination of employment will occur if employee is unable to return to work by end of 12 weeks;
- offer employee a light duty position (within doctor’s restrictions) and if employee refuses, stop wage-replacement benefits;
Interaction Between FMLA and Worker’s Compensation

- if employee refuses light duty position, FMLA leaves continues for up to 12 weeks;
- employer (or insurance carrier) is entitled to all relevant medical records, IME, and doctor’s FMLA certification;

- if employee is unable to return at end of 12 weeks of FMLA leave, employer may terminate employee’s employment:
  - no right to reinstatement of employment (employee must re-apply for employment);
  - ending employer-provided health coverage, unless employee elects COBRA at own expense.
Interaction Between FMLA and Worker’s Compensation

• if employment is terminated at end of 12 weeks of FMLA leave:
  • employee is entitled to worker’s compensation medical benefits and wage replacement benefit as long as unable to work and ongoing treatment needed;
  • all benefits and rights are governed by workers’ compensation law;
Interaction Between FMLA and ADA

If employee with an ADA disability is out for an FMLA-qualifying reason, the employer should designate the time off as FMLA leave.

If employee is out in connection with an ADA disability, employer may:

- designate all time off as FMLA leave (assuming it constitutes a serious health condition);
Interaction Between FMLA and ADA

- inform employee that termination of employment will occur if employee is unable to return to work by end of 12 weeks;
- no obligation to offer a light duty position (unless policy provides otherwise);

**Employer must** consider possible reasonable accommodations, including:

- additional leave;
• reassignment to a vacant position (only when accommodation to current position would pose an undue hardship).

Employee may qualify for short-term disability or long-term disability under Company programs if unable to work as long as disability commenced at a time when employee was actively employed.
Interaction Between FMLA and ADA

Employer is not entitled to any information about the reasons for the leave, except:

- Doctor’s FMLA certification;
- Additional information about the ADA disability if the employee requests a reasonable accommodation.
Interaction Between FMLA and ADA

**Employment termination may occur if:**
- Employee is unable to return at end of 12 weeks of FMLA leave;
- Reasonable accommodation will not allow the employee to perform the essential functions of positions; and
- Consideration is given to extending the employee’s leave for a reasonable additional period of time.
Interaction Between FMLA and ADA

If employment is terminated at end of 12 weeks of FMLA leave:

• employee is entitled to any benefits to which eligible under state or company’s short-term or long-term disability programs;
• employee has no right to reinstatement (must re-apply); and
• employer-provided health coverage and other benefits end, unless continuation or conversion is offered and elected.
Keys to a Successful Light Duty Program

Clearly written policy explaining who is eligible (e.g., only employees out on workers’ compensation).

Emphasize that program is transitional – to help employee transition back to former full-time position.

Clear time limits establishing how long an employee can continue in a light duty position.
Keys to a Successful Light Duty Program

Place employees in useful light duty positions only and insist that the functions of that position be performed. Communicate specific functions and expectations of light duty position and maximum duration in writing to employee before the light duty assignment begins.
Keys to Successful FMLA Termination Program

Written policy with a bright light test establishing when termination occurs that is consistently and uniformly applied.

Cover letter to Employer’s Response to FMLA Request that clearly explains that if employee is unable to return to work after exhausting 12 weeks of leave, employment will be terminated.
Keys to Successful FMLA Termination Program

Warning letter to employee 2-3 weeks before 12 weeks are exhausted explaining the date by which employee must return to work or employment will be terminated.

Clearly written policy explaining what leave will be offered to employees who do not satisfy 1 year and 1,250 hours requirement (e.g., prorate 12 weeks).
Keys to Successful FMLA Termination Program

Termination letter to employee upon exhaustion of 12 weeks should explain that employee is eligible to re-apply for employment.

Except for reasonable accommodation, do not make any exceptions to policy because:
Keys to Successful FMLA Termination Program

- employee is exceptional or long-term;
- employee’s reason for leave evokes sympathy;
- employee is high-ranking (key employee provisions may apply); and
- employee needs employer-provided health or other benefits.
What are the litigation risks?

FMLA retaliation claim.
ADA or ADA retaliation claim.
Worker’s compensation retaliation claim.
Federal or state discrimination claims.
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“Rigid” Leave Policies

• Employees are automatically penalized or discharged after being on leave for a certain period of time.

• Sometimes referred to as “no fault” leave policies.
“Rigid” Leave Policies

• Joe Smith, an employee of Big Box, is diagnosed with major depression and goes out on FMLA leave.

• Under Big Box’s leave policy, employees who are on leave for more than 12 weeks are automatically discharged.

• After Joe uses all 12 weeks of leave, he submits a doctor’s note to his supervisor indicating that he will be able to return to work in one month.

• May Big Box terminate Joe Smith pursuant to its no fault leave policy?
“Rigid” Leave Policies

- EEOC’s position is that employers must “modify” no fault leave policies to provide disabled employees with additional leave unless:
  1. Another accommodation would allow the employees to perform the essential functions of their position; or
  2. Granting additional leave would cause an undue hardship.
“Rigid” Leave Policies

• EEOC has sued a number of employers over their application of “no fault” leave policies.
“Rigid” Leave Policies

• *EEOC v. Sears Roebuck & Co.*, No. 04 C 7282 (N.D. Ill Sept. 29, 2009)
  – EEOC alleged that Sears violated ADA by automatically discharging employees after one year of workers’ compensation leave.
  – $6.9 million consent decree
“Rigid” Leave Policies

- **EEOC v. United Parcel Service, Inc.**, Civil Action No. 09-C-5291 (N.D. Ill)
  - EEOC alleges that UPS violated ADA by firing employees who exceeded a 12-month leave policy.
  - Pending
“Rigid” Leave Policies

• *EEOC v. Denny’s, Inc.*, Civil Action No. 1:06-cv-02527-AMD (D. Md.)
  – EEOC alleges that Denny’s violated the ADA by “limiting employee medical leaves . . . to no more than a maximum of 26 weeks”
  – Pending
“Rigid” Leave Policies

• Courts do not necessarily agree with EEOC’s position.
“Rigid” Leave Policies

• In *Gantt v. Wilson Sporting Goods*, 143 F.3d 1042 (6th Cir. 1998), Sixth Circuit held that employer’s policy of automatically firing employees who were on leave for more than one year did not violate the ADA.

• The policy did not distinguish between disabled and non-disabled employees and there was no evidence that the policy was enforced inconsistently.
“Rigid” Leave Policies

• Employers should nevertheless be aware of EEOC’s position and should usually engage in an “interactive process” with disabled employees who request a modification to a “no fault” leave policy

• Employee has a duty to request an accommodation

• EEOC contends that employers must engage in an interactive process when an employee requests and accommodation
Attendance Policies

• Must be designed and implemented in accordance with both FMLA and ADA.

• “No fault” attendance policies are likely to receive scrutiny from EEOC.
Attendance Policies

• DOL regulations prohibit employers from counting FMLA leave time against employees under “no fault” attendance policy.

• Policies based on absenteeism rate must be examined closely to ensure that employees are not indirectly penalized for taking FMLA leave.
Attendance Policies

• Under Big Box’s policy, an employee whose non-FMLA absenteeism rate exceeds 5% is subject to disciplinary action.

• The absenteeism rate is calculated by dividing the number of hours an employee is absent by the scheduled hours of the employee. FMLA leave is not counted towards the hours an employee is absent.

• Does Big Box’s policy violate the FMLA?
Attendance Policies

• In *Dickinson v. St. Cloud Hospital*, 2008 WL 4659562 (D. Minn. 2008), the court found that a similar policy violated the FMLA.

• *Dickinson* court reasoned that FMLA leave reduced the scheduled hours of the employee (i.e., the denominator of the absenteeism rate), and therefore effectively reduced the number of days that the employee could be absent without incurring discipline.
Attendance Policies

• In *Keasey v. Federal Express Corp.*, 2003 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 27398 (W.D. Mich. 2003), court found that a similar policy did not violate the FMLA.

• *Keasey* court reasoned that including FMLA leave in the rate would have resulted in employee being credited with 100% attendance during period in which he did not work — a “windfall” to which he was not entitled.
Attendance Policies

• Seventh Circuit recently ruled that employer did not violate the FMLA when it terminated employee pursuant to its no-fault attendance policy. See *Bailey v. Pregis Innovative Packaging, Inc.*, 600 F.3d 748 (7th Cir. 2010).

• Under employer’s no-fault attendance policy, employees who received more than eight “points” for absenteeism in a twelve-month period could be fired. Absenteeism points were removed from an employee’s record twelve months after they were imposed, but FMLA leave did not count towards the twelve-month period.
Attendance Policies

• Employee argued that policy violated FMLA, which provides that FMLA leave “shall not result in the loss of any employment benefit accrued prior to the date on which the leave commenced.” 29 U.S.C. § 2614(a)(2).

• Although court concluded that removal of absenteeism points was an “employment benefit” within the meaning of the FMLA, the court upheld dismissal of the employee’s FMLA claim because the “benefit” did not accrue until after leave commenced.
Attendance Policies

• Seventh Circuit also held that the 12-month period that is used to determine FMLA eligibility is not “tolled” when employees take FMLA leave.

• Employee is not eligible for FMLA leave unless she works 1,250 hours in the preceding 12 months, regardless of whether she was out on FMLA leave for part of that 12-month period.
Attendance Policies

• Courts disagree about whether attendance is an essential function of an employee’s job.

  – “At the risk of stating the obvious, attendance is an essential function of any job.” Rios-Jiminez v. Principi, 520 F.3d 31, 42 (1st Cir. 2008)

Attendance Policies

• EEOC’s position is that attendance is not an essential function.

• Modifying an attendance policy may, under some circumstances, be a reasonable accommodation.
Complying with ADA and FMLA Requirements
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FMLA Example #1

ABC Corp. has 30 employees. At some point, ABC enters into a contract with Temp Inc., to provide ABC with 25 temporary employees to work on a special project. At all times, the 25 temporary employees are on the payroll of Temp Inc. and not ABC Corp.
1. Is ABC Corp. a covered employer?

   Answer: Yes. Even though ABC Corp. has less than 50 employees, because ABC Corp. exercises some control over all of the workers, then the temporary employees are counted as employees of ABC Corp., for purposes of the FMLA.

   See 29 C.F.R. § 825.106.
2. Must ABC Corp. provide FMLA leave to its employees on payroll?

**Answer:** Yes, assuming the employee seeking leave is otherwise eligible.
3. Are the temporary employees entitled to take FMLA leave?

**Answer:** Yes, assuming they are otherwise eligible. Under these circumstances, it is Temp Inc.’s responsibility to administer the FMLA with respect to these employees.
FMLA Example #2

Mary was an employee of XYZ Inc., who experienced respiratory problems because of her exposure to certain pollutants in the workplace. On the advice of her physician, Mary decides to request a leave of absence so that her condition might improve. At the time Mary requests the leave, she is three weeks away from her one year anniversary with XYZ. Mary decides to request the leave anyway, even though she knows that she hasn’t satisfied the one year anniversary requirement. However, she asks that the leave begin after her one year anniversary. The day after she requests to take leave, XYZ fires her for poor performance. Thereafter, Mary sues XYZ for violating the FMLA.
1. Since Mary was not an eligible employee at the time she made her request for leave, is she protected by the FMLA?

Answer: Yes. In determining whether or not an employee is eligible for FMLA leave, they must be employed for 12 months on the date the leave actually begins, not when it’s requested.

John and Frances are married. They both work for Acme Tools Inc. Frances gives birth to their child. John and Frances want to know how much leave they can take.
1. How much FMLA leave can John and Frances each take?

**Answer:** Spouses, who are employed by the same employer, have to share the 12 week entitlement for the birth of a child. However, Frances may be entitled to additional leave. For instance, Frances would be able to take 4 weeks of FMLA leave for her own “serious health condition”, i.e., recovering from giving birth in addition to whatever she and John decide with respect to their joint 12 week leave. So Frances might take 4 weeks and then 8 weeks to care for the birth of their child. John will still be able to take 8 more weeks during the year if he or the child or his spouse develops a serious health condition.

See 29 C.F.R. § 825.120(a)(3).
In the last several months, Peter has missed quite a few days of work. Just recently, Peter did not come to work on Tuesday because he felt ill. On Wednesday morning, Peter was rushed to the hospital where he was diagnosed with the flu and dehydration. He was placed on intravenous fluids and sent home. On Friday, Peter went to the doctor for a follow up visit. On Monday, Peter returned to work and handed his employer a doctor’s note together with a request to designate his absence as FMLA leave. The employer refused and, instead fired Peter for excessive absenteeism. Peter sued the employer under the FMLA.
FMLA Example #4

1. Should the leave for Peter’s flu have been designated FMLA leave?

   **Answer:** Yes. Even though the common flu is not a serious health condition, the complications caused by the flu (i.e., severe dehydration) results in the flu being treated as a serious health condition.

   See *Miller v. AT&T Corp.*, 250 F.3d 820 (4th Cir. 2001).
2. Since Peter’s attendance wasn’t that great to begin with, wasn’t the employer justified in terminating him?

**Answer:** No. The employer can’t use the FMLA absence as the “straw that broke the camel’s back.” In other words, the decision to terminate Peter was illegal because it was based upon his having been absent for an FMLA qualifying reason.
Jane recently became pregnant and informed her employer, who congratulated her. The employer understands that once Jane gives birth she will be entitled to take FMLA leave. However, since she informed her employer of her pregnancy, she has called in sick quite a bit. She hasn’t been treated by a health care provider, but instead has just stayed home. The employer does not know what to do. Work is not getting done and Jane’s co-workers are complaining.
FMLA Example #5

1. Can Jane’s employer terminate her?

   Answer: Absolutely not. Jane’s time off from work must be designated as FMLA leave because her illness is probably attributable to her pregnancy. Regardless of whether she has been admitted to a hospital or received continuing treatment from a health care provider, conditions related to pregnancy are automatically considered serious health conditions.

   See 29 C.F.R. § 825.114(e).
John’s son has a severe asthma attack, requiring that he take him to the emergency room. John’s wife calls his employer to say he’ll need time off to attend to their son.

1. Is this sufficient notice under the FMLA?

   Answer: Yes. This is sufficient notice under the circumstances.

   See 29 C.F.R. § 825.303
Acme Co. has a “no fault” attendance policy, which charges points for an employee’s absenteeism during a 12-month period. Under the policy, if an employee accrues 8 points during a 12-month period, the employee may be terminated.

Joan took two absences in July 2006, which caused her to exceed the 8 point limit. The absences were for a serious health condition. In the 12 months preceding the July 2006 absence, Joan had taken a total of 56 days of FMLA leave. As a result of these prior 56 days of FMLA leave, she had not worked the 1,250 hours required under the FMLA in order to be eligible for leave. Had Joan not taken the 56 days of FMLA leave, she would have worked 1,250 hours. Joan claimed that the employer should have counted the hours she worked during the 56 days prior to the 12 months preceding her leave. She was terminated for excessive absenteeism.
Because Joan was out for 56 days during the 12 months preceding her FMLA leave, must the employer consider or count the hours she worked during the 56 days prior to the 12 months period preceding her leave in order to satisfy the 1,250 hours requirement?

Answer: No. What Joan is essentially seeking is for her employer to extend the 12-month period to 12-months plus 56 days. The statutory language is clear on this point: In order to be eligible for leave under the FMLA, the employee must have worked a minimum of 1,250 hours in the preceding 12 months. There is no extension of the 12 month period, even to take into account lost hours attributable to taking FMLA leave.

See Bailey v. Pregis Innovative Packaging, Inc., 600 F.3d 748 (7th Cir. 2010)
FMLA Example #7

2. Assuming that Joan was eligible for FMLA leave at the time she was absent in July 2006, could the employer have charged her with points for those absences under the attendance policy?

Answer: No. An employer cannot factor FMLA leave time in considering violations of its no-fault attendance policy.